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This wonderful postcard-photograph shown above was taken at the intersection of Victor Harbor & Nangkita Roads 

in the early years of last century. The occasion is one of the annual Mt Compass Shows the first of which was held 

on Easter Monday of 1902. One version of this photograph that we hold is entitled “Judging The Hacks 1904” but 

it is not known if this description was added some time after the event or how accurate the description and date are. 

The actual year of this particular show could extend to around 1914.  

 

These residents and visitors seen here though, have obviously turned out in all their finery for this special day, with 

some of those in view being named on the reverse of this postcard. While a copy of the picture has been held by the 

Archives for some time, it is only in the last month that the postcard version has been kindly lent to us with more 

information on the reverse. Unfortunately the card has been partially cropped, cutting off some of the names. Turn 

to page 4 to see the back of this postcard and perhaps have an attempt yourself to see who may be in this picture. 

      

The two storey house, “Weeroona” seen at the foot of Mt Moon is still in existence. It is partially hidden behind 

trees that must have been planted some years earlier. Note the pine trees behind were quite tall even by this time. 

Weeroona is one of the early houses in Mt Compass and was home for many years to the Arthur family.  

 

The first Mt Compass Shows were held at the Roadman’s Cottage before they moved across to the new Hall (now 

the Supper Room) in 1904. Vegetables & Fruit were the chief exhibits early on but the Show expanded to include 

flowers, handicrafts and fodder plants etc. From Show Committee Minutes held in the Archives, we can see that by 

1906, and possibly earlier, sports were included. These were followed by a Social & Dance in the evenings. The 

photograph taken above may show one of these early sports events. Refer to Page 4 for information about the sports.   

           A FORUM TO PROMOTE THE HISTORY & ARCHIVES OF MOUNT COMPASS 

 It’s Show Time at Mount Compass 

CHRONICLE 



                                                                            Editorial 

The history of Mt Compass is wide and varied despite our period of primarily European habitation starting later 

than many of the other towns in our region. Perhaps due to this shorter time span and a reduced number of major 

families, many of our early written records have remained within the town. These now form the basis for a grow-

ing & enviable Archival collection. We do have a greater number of on-site records than many other regional his-

tory groups, who are quite interested in what is happening in our little town. 

To help conserve, grow and promote this resource a small number of both recent & long-term residents have 

started meeting once a month to discuss all things local history. We meet on the first Tuesday of each month at 

5.00pm in the Hall Foyer. Anybody is welcome to come along, with meetings only lasting for 60 minutes (or so). 

The next meeting will be on 5th March. Please contact me for further information. 

This edition of the Chronicle covers topics ranging from the early Mt Compass Shows up to the more recent his-

tory of the Pioneer Pavilion. Sandwiched in between is the fascinating description of life in our Halls between 

1949 to 1973 and is featured in an article written to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the Country Women’s 

Association in Mt Compass. This detailed history was written in 1989 by Dorothy Jacobs and will be split into two 

articles, with the second part to appear in our June edition.       

It is an unfortunate reality of life that things must end for us all one day. The following three ladies all made their 

mark in Mt Compass in their own way and will be fondly remembered by those who knew them. Laurel Dix 

passed away aged 98 years, at Victor Harbor in November of last year, while in December we sadly lost well 

known local Rita Jacobs. Rita, along with her husband Keith, had not long prior to this, allowed us to copy a 

number of their historic photographs and documents. It was a photograph of theirs which appeared on the front 

cover of our previous Chronicle. With both Rita & Laurel attending the Mt Compass Hall’s 50th Anniversary Ball 

in 2008, we have printed a few photographs of that night in their memory (pages 9 & 14). Recently we have been 

advised that Helen Giles (of ‘Lanacoona’) also passed away last year (in July - refer to information on page 13).     

                                                                               Steve Kettle 
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 News reports from the past  

 The Victor Harbor 

Times  

21st December 1977 

An article (left) from 

The Chronicle newspa-

per (9th April 1904) 

describing the 3rd Mt 

Compass Show. 

(The front page photo-

graph was taken at 

such a show)  
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    A section from the openig page   

                                                     Recent Acquisitions 

This photograph (right) was taken by a 

young Bill Walker in 1952. Many of 

you may recognise it as the Nangkita 

waterfall. 

 

Bill happened to be visiting this area 

with the scouts - years before he and 

his wife Dorothy were to move here & 

open the Tooperang Trout Farm. 

 

Zoom in to have a closer view of what 

the waterfall looked like 67 years ago.  

Left: The School has generously allowed us 

to scan some of their early Journals into the 

Archives. This Newsletter from 1966 was 

among those Journals and provides quite 

interesting reading. 

 

Note that this was the year decimal cur-

rency was introduced, causing some con-

cern for school banking. 

 

The different craft options on offer for boys 

and girls was quite gender specific in those 

days. 

 

Below: A Mt Compass Football Club tie 

has been donated to the Archives by one of 

their club stalwarts, Colin Ekers. 

It dates from about 1955. 



 

This is the reverse of the front 

cover photograph. Please feel 

free to try & work out the 

missing words/names. 

 

My best effort so far is that it 

reads: “standing on road (—-

) — Stodart, Freda, Crissie 

holding Cora’s little girl, 

Lilla, (Peters?), Rita, 

Marjorie Holly, Mr Slater’s 

housekeeper little girl next-

back from the little girl Let-

tie? Welch the girl on horse 

back is Linda   Same — 

horse you can —— & to-

gether. 

 

Freda & Crissie may well be 

Mel & Emma Jacobs’ daugh-

ters who were born in 1902 & 1904. Both Stodart & Holly families were living in the Mt Compass area around 

this time. A photograph from c1916 on page 13 gives some help with dating this scene. The house “Weeroona” is 

visible amongst with the trees growing around it as a comparison to the front pictures’ trees. 

 

A Lilla (Peters) was born in 1899 to Richard & Cora Peters. It is not absolutely clear whether Lilla is the ‘little 

girl’ being held, or is the girl next to Crissie. Lilla did have a younger sister Bessie, born in 1908. 

                              Any comment or suggestions regarding this photo will be gratefully received.  

 

Two entries from the 1905 - 1913 Agricultural & Horticultural Show Committee’s Minute Book 

                    
 

         
 

                

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Tilting on Horseback (listed above, along with bicycle tilting) is described by Encyclopaedia Britannica as a 

form of jousting in which the horserider charges at a gallop and tries to insert a lance through a small metal ring. 

It may well have been something similar to what can be seen on this Youtube clip from a 1958 British Pathe 

film:                                   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CA6048LPccA   
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                What sporting events were held at the early Mt Compass Shows?  
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The following history of the Pioneer Pavilion is drawn from the Community Centre (CC) Minutes and 

Financial Reports, Entre Nous articles plus Rural Youth and Show Society Minutes – all lodged with the 

Mt Compass Archives. 

This particular building is a striking example of why we should safely preserve our ‘recent’ local records. An 

Oval Committee was in existence by 1965 and undertook the building of this structure. Unfortunately their 

Minutes have not yet been located so may well be lost to our town’s history. Some Club records from around 

this time are also sadly missing.  

 

For two years after it was built (in 1966) the Pioneer Pavilion had no particular name. From the records we do 

have in the Archives, It appears to have been known simply as “the oval building” or else the “new general pur-

pose building” and even as the “new oval storage shed”. It appears to have also had no particular ownership 

either.... 

 

A number of Mt Compass residents from the 1960s have been quizzed about the early years of this building and 

for many it just appeared without any great consequence. One person believes he may have helped with the 

construction but cannot specifically recall this, another thought the Football Club may have been involved 

while others cannot remember when it was built. 

 

We do know that in 1965, the 

year prior to its construction, the 

Show Society recorded in their 

Minutes, an offer of £200 “to 

help build a solid construction 

(or building) on the community 

centre property”. Leigh Duf-

field does recall the Booth origi-

nally on this site. It had an iron 

roof & three covered sides, with 

a bench across the front. One of 

its uses was for the sale of alco-

hol at the local Shows.  

 

The November 1965 Minutes from the Community Centre state: “That authority be given to the oval committee 

for the erection of a suitable building in the vicinity of the present booth structure.” Later Minutes also show 

that Mr Arthur was happy to purchase the second-hand iron from this demolished Booth. 

    The Building With No Name 

An extract from the 

1965-1966 Community 

Centre Finance Re-

cord. It  lists donations 

to the new “Oval 

Building” 

 

The A & H Society 

listed here was the 

Agricultural & Horti-

cultural Show Society. 

 

The DC of Port Elliot   

was the local District 

Council which then 

became the D C of Pt 

Elliot and Goolwa 

(1967) prior to merg-

ing with Strathalbyn to 

form the current Alex-

andrina Council. 

A 1986 view showing the side and back extensions to the original building 
         (The colourful slippery dip seen here was later removed as a safety precaution)  
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     Continued from previous page 

 

 Local builder, Max Williams (right) was paid the sum of $1,849 to construct this new building according to the 

1965-66 Community Centre Financial Reports. Keith Dix was then engaged to carry out the electrical wiring on 

the project. According to a report in the July 1966 Entre Nous, this building was a “cream Besser brick build-

ing”. It also reports that “Some voluntary labour was used in laying the foundations and floor.” The article ex-

plains how the total cost of the building was $1,973, which left $220- outstanding. A fund was started for peo-

ple to donate money towards paying off this debt.  

 

In return for these donations, clubs were offered the use of this new building rent 

free by the Oval Committee for various periods, depending on the amount they 

donated. 

 

The 9th May 1966 Community Centre Minutes show the following: “Resolved at 

a recent Oval Committee meeting that the following bodies have use of the new 

oval building rent free as per the following” 

                                 

                        Show Society     (Donation    £200)      Rent free until 30/6/71 

                        Football Club     (       “            £50)                 “           30/6/68  

                        Rural Youth        (        “          £50)                 “           30/6/68 

                        Basketball Club  (        “          £10)                 “           30/6/68 

                        Tennis Club        (        “           £ 5)                “            30/6/67  

 

The Community Centre had resolved to pay for the connection of power and also for the electrical wiring of the 

building but would not commit to further funding as they were still at this time, paying off the debt on the Main 

Hall. 

 

It should be noted that the District Council of Port Elliot provided the bulk of the money for this project 

($1,100). They (now Alexandrina Council) could not locate any records relating to this donation or of any pos-

sible written application or plans.   

 

In the April 1966 edition of the Entre Nous (what a valuable resource this newsletter is for our history), the 

Oval Committee mentions that the “general purpose building... will be only partly occupied in storage of Rural 

Youth and Show Society property and will have room to spare for dressing rooms as well as providing facilities 

for the sale of refreshments.” The building size was stated as being 20 x 50 foot and the” voluntary labour gen-

erously given” was noted as the reason why the total cost was kept down. 

 

Although the original aim of this building appears to have been primarily a brick storage room, it was destined 

to be altered and added to as local clubs, primarily the Football Club, started to find a greater purpose for this 

venue. To care for the building, well known local volunteer Mr Bob Fisher “accepted the responsibilities of 

honourary caretaker of the new oval building”. (CC Minutes 6-6-1966) 

 

To start with, this structure was built with limited social uses in mind. It was hidden behind pine trees with only 

a few small windows. The Oval Committee was asked in August 1966 to look into whether 2 or 3 pine trees 

should be removed in order that “a better view of the new oval building might be achieved”.   

          

It was not until November 1967 that a hiring fee for the “new” building (still no name) was set at $4.00, and this 

was available for separate hiring at “night only”. By May of 1970, this venue could be hired for both day and 

night use, still at the same cost. By 1972 it was for hire “by locals only”. 

 

On 5th April 1971 the Football Club was given permission to run an unlicensed club in this building, which 

kicked off some of the major changes to the room.  

 

The Football Club sent a formal letter to the Community Centre’s July 1971 meeting seeking to place large win-

dows in the front of the building to enable patrons to view the football. This request was approved that same 

night. By the following meeting the Football Club were requesting to increase the windows even further. Plans 

were also submitted in July for the addition of toilets – which were a requirement before the Football Club 

could be granted a liquor licence. 
                                                                                                                                         Continued next page.... 
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Continued from previous page 

Over the next few years improvements continued to be made to this Pavilion, including the fitting of a ceiling 

by the Rural Youth group. All the action going on at these premises must have impressed the Community Cen-

tre because in May of 1972 they resolved “that Football Club & Rural Youth Club be given free rent of the Pio-

neer Pavilion for a further 5 years until 30/6/1976.” 
 

At this stage, ownership was clearly still in the hands of the Community Centre though, as at the following 

month’s meeting, they made the decision that anyone can use the bar if they have a permit and the Football Club 

was not using it on that date. 

 

The 1st April 1974 Community Centre meeting must have been quite an interesting one. The Football Club had 

sought permission to attach a 2 inch x1 inch timber rail to the walls to hang photos and flags. Permission was 

declined however, due to the Pioneer Pavilion being available for the use of all sporting bodies. Discussions 

must have continued in the period between meetings as at the following one the same request was approved, 

while at the meeting after that (June), the Cricket and Tennis clubs were also given permission to display their 

Pennants & Shields. 

 

During late 1974 and most of 1975 the Community Centre was involved in approving Football Club plans to 

extend the building while also being receptive to acting as guarantors for a Football bank loan. In 1976 a major 

change occurred, a Motion was passed at the February CC Meeting: “that Football Club request for control of 

Pioneer Pavilion be granted provided that they hand any current agreement between Community Centre & any 

other sporting body, Rural Youth etc regarding use of this building”. The rent was also fixed at $10.00 a year.  

 

Over the years these “Clubrooms” became a key facility for the Mt Compass Football Club and culminated in 

their spending $15,000 in 1977 to renovate them into what was described at the time “as the most up-to-date in 

the Great Southern Football League”.    

 

Newspaper articles in the Victor Times described the new room: “A modern combined bar and lounge are car-

peted and there is a small dance floor for cabarets. There is also a modern kitchen with facilities to serve light 

meals.”  As well as pointing out: “The Compass Cup Committee of the Rural Youth donated the bar shutters 

and a buy-a-brick scheme has raised over $1,000-.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This newspaper photograph 

(left) gives a good indication 

of how ‘modern’ the reno-

vated clubrooms were for 

those days.  

 

Seated at the bar are two un-

known people on the left, 

Colin Ekers (Club President), 

Graham Thiele (local Bank 

Manager) and Vince Hanra-

han (Vice President). 

 

Behind the bar is Bill Nash 

Senior (bar manager). 

 

When they were officially 

opened on 18th December 

1977, a reported 200 people 

attended. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Continued from previous page 

When a new Sports and Social Club complex was opened in 1984, on the site of the old 1957 change-rooms/

clubrooms, the Pioneer Pavilion was no longer needed by the Football Club. This meant there would be 

changes once again...  (A separate report on the original Footy Clubrooms will appear in a future Chronicle as in-

formation on its history continues to be located.) 

 

With the Football Club moving out of the Pioneer Pavilion (early 1985), the Community Centre was left 

with the problem of how to find a purpose for this facility. A Management Committee was formed by three 

groups who were keen to utilise the building, consisting of representatives from the Cubs, a local Youth 

Group and an Occasional Care/coffee mornings group. Together, these three formed the Pioneer Pavilion 

Management Committee (PPMC) following a meeting on the 18th April 1985. 

 

This Committee became a sub-committee of the Mt Compass War Memorial Community Centre, who 

loaned them $1,000- for building repairs. After initially offering the building rent-free for three months to 

help with their establishment, it is recorded that there was still no rent being paid in the following year.  

The PPMC went on to form its own sub-committee (MC Community Care Group) that same year to over-

see the provision of childcare in the Pioneer Pavilion. This group provided a Creche on Thursdays & Fridays 

along with After Kindy Care and After School Care. They relied heavily on fundraising, donations and 

grants to continue providing their affordable childcare service, which ceased operations in about 1996. A 

private childcare provider later utilised this facility. 

                                                                  

The building underwent many changes during these post-

football years with the bar and the “long ashtray” being re-

moved, a new room being created in the “old billiard corner” 

and secure fencing erected along the front. 
                                                                  Continued next page... 

             This blackboard (as it still appears in the Pioneer Pavilion today) lists the 1980s bar choices 

Above: The Pioneer Pavilion as we know it today. Starting out as 

little more than a storage room, it has been continuously evolving 

to suit the various needs of its changing tenants. 

 

Right: A flyer from the Community Care Group, who sought to 

provide affordable childcare within this community at a time when 

alternatives were very limited. Events such as Craft Fairs, Com-

pass Cup stalls & Market Days were held to help raise funds for 

this hard-working group.   
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Continued from previous page                                                                

             

            What’s in a Name? 

 
By February 1968, Mr Tait Kidman of the 

Show Society, thought it about time that the 

“new building” had a name & wrote to the 

Community Centre suggesting as much. By 

May of that year (which is fairly quick by 

committee standards) a motion was put to the 

Quarterly Public Meeting that the name Pio-

neer Pavilion be recommended. This name 

was approved at the General Committee 

meeting that followed, later that same night.  

 

As the Show Society were the primary initial 

users of this building and contributed the 

largest local donation towards its construc-

tion, it can be assumed they are the reason “Pavilion” is part of the building’s name. Dating back to at least 

the 1930s the word Pavilion appears in Mt Compass Show reports and usually refers to a free-standing 

structure or kiosk. 

 

The word “Pioneer” itself was used in Mt Compass in 1963 by the local Rural Youth Club, when they com-

menced a project to erect gates at the main oval. These were to be named the “Pioneer Memorial Gates”. 

The general consensus is that the name Pioneer Pavilion reflects an appreciation for the early pioneers of 

this district.  

 

It may have taken some time for the new name to become accepted around the town however as the Rural 

Youth Programme for the years 1970-71 displays their meeting place as the “Pioneer Show Hall”, which 

probably sums up quite well the mixed origins of this non-descript building.  

            This original plaque is stored in the Archives 
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In 2008 a 50th Anniversary Ball was held to com-

memorate the building of our Memorial Hall in 1958. 

 

A collection of photographs taken on that day are 

shown here with more on the back page. 

 

The Supper Room photo on the right may bring back 

memories of the Show Society’s wooden tables laden 

with food. The electric bar heaters were still on the 

walls at this time –attempting to heat a chilly Mt Com-

pass evening.   
 

               Laurel & Keith Dix (below, left) and Rita Jacobs (below right, in blue) with Judy Sweetman   



                                                                                                                

 

    

This article is part of the CWA history written by Dorothy Jacobs in 1989, to be read out at the 40th anniversary of 

the Mt Compass branch. This is an edited version that will be reproduced over two editions. For anyone wishing 

to read the complete collection of Dorothy’s writing on the CWA, please contact Steve at the Archives.  

Prior to 1949, when visiting my future husband at Mt Compass, I had heard his mother, Blanche Jacobs, be-

moan the fact that there was no women's group in Mt Compass that could provide a common meeting place 

for women of all ages with varying interests and abilities. So very soon after I was married early in 1949, I 

shared her excited delight that discussions were taking place and moves were underway to form a Branch of 

the Country Women's Association (CWA).  

Mrs Vohr, Group President, and her daughter Joyce who soon after our inception became Group Secretary, 

were of inestimable value in guiding the establishment and development of this Branch from its establish-

ment of 16th June 1949. Tribute must also be paid to the late Mrs Jessie Crowder, Mrs Joan Williamson, 

Mrs Ronda Arthur and original committee members for the energy and enthusiasm these foundation office 

bearers brought to the founding and establishing of the Branch. Mrs Ida Clifford and Miss Ronda Peters 

(now Arthur) were the first Handicraft secretaries. 

Before I get into the highlights from 1949-1978, I need to describe to you the "Back Room" of the Hall and 

the "Booth". When the CWA began meeting, the public facilities consisted of the Hall (now the Supper 

Room) of solid stone built by Mr Richard Peters in 1903. It had a stage with a large rollup blind at the front 

magnificently decorated with a scene painted by Fergie Clifford with an alley way on the side leading 

through a door into the "Back Room" about where the double doors into the Main Hall are now. When the 

stage was used for performances, wooden planks were placed across the alley way to extend the stage and 

the side curtain closed. 

Built of galvanized iron, unlined and with a dirt floor, the "Back Room" had a huge stone open fireplace at 

the Oval end. Big black pots to heat the water for functions hung over the open fire. A cupboard was in the 

corner next to the fireplace and two trestle tables were used to prepare food and set out the cups and saucers. 

I remember big pots of tea - no instant or other coffee - being made using bags of muslin or cheesecloth into        

                                                                                                                                      Continued on following page... 
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History of Mt Compass Country Women’s Association 1949 - 1973                 

Part 1                                    

This c1948 photograph of the original Hall shows both the “Back Room” ( the lean-to on the right hand side) and the 

“Booth” (left hand side) described in this article. The porch seen at the front was removed during the 1958 construction of 

the new Hall. This particular Hall is now the “Supper Room”.  



Continued from previous page 

which the tea-leaves were tied with tapes. When the tea was strong enough, they were carefully removed, 

tea-leaves disposed of outside after the "do" and the bags washed again to regain their whiteness ready for 

the next function. Come washing up time and very large and deep tin bowls and tin trays were set up on the 

trestle tables and all hands got on with the job! The room was lit by kerosene lamps, Aladdin lamps or elec-

tric light supplied by Ivor (Kelly) Arthur from his garage (see below) when his motor would pop-pop all eve-

ning to make the electricity.    

On the southern side of the Hall was the "Booth" (refer photo on previous page). This was constructed of 

rough trimmed slabs of wood standing upright for walls and originally had a bag roof. Later a corrugated 

iron roof was substituted, but on occasions the outside was covered with hessian and a hessian lean-to added 

on Show Days.  

The Dining Section had two long tables with long backless stools each side all permanently fixed into the 

dirt floor. At the Oval end was a small kitchen equipped with wash-troughs, a wood copper, some small ta-

bles and cupboards. I remember seeing puddings boiled in cloths in the copper and many is the dish and 

piece of cutlery I washed in those troughs! A board would be put over the troughs to give us more room to 

prepare food. My memory pictures bags and even luxurious coconut matting on the floor. 

Where the kitchen and Entre Nous room are now, there was a partly enclosed galvanized iron lean-to used to 

display vegetables on Show Day and two windows in the wall of the Hall. The window sills were handy 

when the little hall was crowded because the boys sat up there to view proceedings. 

So these were the facilities that, on the 2nd Tuesday of the month we either walked to, rode bikes to, or were 

picked up by a kindly relative or friend in a utility or car for few women could drive or even owned a car! 

Please picture events happening against that backdrop, but do not belittle those facilities for they were pro-

vided by very hardworking people who had virtually nothing to spare and were on a par with the times when 

they were set up and were the scene of many very happy times. 

It comes as no surprise then to find, as an early item of business at August 1949 meeting, that following a 

suggestion to buy a kerosene heater on which to boil a pot of water, Mrs Bessie Stone moved "That the 

CWA purchase a stove for the Back Room". Strongly supported, the group moved into discussions and ne-

gotiations with the Hall Committee and the local Co-op Store to procure a stove. Attempts to buy a wood 

stove which would have cost less than five pounds came to nought so the February 1950 meeting decided to 

donate Five Pounds to the Hall Committee to buy and install a stove. I think some CWA husbands on the                                                                                                                                           

 I K Arthur’s Garage - sited where the Tavern is now, was an early provider of electricity  

to the hall  
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Continued from previous page 

Hall Committee were under a great deal of pressure from some CWA wives regarding Hall facilities particu-

larly after we entertained 130 women at our first Birthday (what a job that was!) and it seems to me that 

soon after, the Hall Committee began talking 

about building a new kitchen. 

However, a big change in impetus took place 

when the old Hall Committee was disbanded 

and the Mt. Compass War Memorial Commu-

nity Centre was formed. Energetic men such as 

Keith Dix, Horrie Jacobs, Geoff Duffield, Ivor 

Arthur, Ray Stone and other leading citizens 

had a vision to build not only a new kitchen but 

also the new Big Hall. 

The Branch didn't get the use of a stove until 

the electric one was installed in the new 

kitchen. We boiled water on a couple of those 

primus’ you pump up and small kerosene 

stoves brought by their owners to each meeting 

or in a wood copper outside about where the 

incinerator is now. One kind gentleman 1958 

brought and operated his kerosene copper for 

us! We thought this was heaven! 

The new kitchen seemed to be getting towards 

reality in 1952 so interest was focused on equipping it with running water inside, over a sink - a rarity in 

local homes at that time. A double stainless steel sink and cupboard with sliding doors and another cupboard 

which was painted on the top by Mrs Laurel Dix was purchased in October 1952 all ready for installation. 

But it wasn't until the meeting of March 1955 that Geoff Duffield brought the plans of the new kitchen to the 

CWA meeting for their comment and it was 1956 before the dreams were realised. For 4 years the stainless 

steel double sink sat in storage waiting for its installation. 

The large central laminex-topped table in the kitchen (pictured above) was purchased by the CWA in 1959 

for Thirty Pounds and 10 years after that the cupboard tops were laminated after an ultimatum was received 

from the Community Centre and a time limit to do the job put on the carpenter concerned! 

During those years the CWA played a strong role supporting the Community Centre Committee both in the          

provision of equipment and raising finance for the new amenities. Car-

lene Anderson, the CWA entrant, won the Queen Competition after 

some hard work fundraising and Malcolm Langford, Ida's son, was the 

CWA entrant in a Baby Competition. A choir, under the leadership of 

Mrs Hector Black, was formed in the Branch’s first month of existence. 

They performed very acceptably at many community as well as CWA 

functions singing from a book "Sing Cares Away." The November 

1955 minutes record that they sang at Mrs Hector Black's graveside.  

Part 2 of this interesting 1989 history article will appear in June’s edition   of  the 

Chronicle. 

The old stove pictured here (left) was removed from the kitchen in the 2012 

upgrade. It had not been used for years and is likely to have been the one 

mentioned in Dorothy’s article.    

This view of the kitchen was taken was taken in 2011 and shows the 

double sink as well as the laminated centre table purchased for £30 

by the CWA in 1959.  

 



 

   We are notified at various times when previous residents of Mt Compass pass on. 

   The photograph and information shown here, are taken from Helen Giles’ Memorial 

Card, a copy of which was forwarded to us by one of our helpful readers.  

The photo below shows Helen and her two children Tom & Anne on their property 

“Lanacoona”. 

Tom has kindly given us permission to use these photographs. 

The above photograph was taken from Mt Moon about the year 1916. The Church of Christ has only recently been 

built and is standing in freshly cleared grounds (on the left). The original hall is the central, back building, with the 

two storey ‘Weeroona’ home being the building on the right. 

The trees around “Weeroona” do appear more established here than in the Show picture on our front cover.   
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 More 

  Photos from the 2008  

50th Anniversary Ball 

The views & opinions reflected in this Journal do not represent the views of the Mt Compass War Memorial  

Community Centre Inc. 

 

Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed here. If you wish to advise of any corrections required 

or wish to add further information regarding any item, please contact me using the address below. 

 

Most importantly: if you have any information, documents or photographs that that could be of interest to 

the Archives please give me a call or send an email.                                                      

                                                       Steve Kettle (mtcompassarchives@gmail.com)   


